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ABSTRACT
As feature sizes scale toward atomic limits, parameter vari-
ation continues to increase, leading to increased margins in
both delay and energy. The possibility of very slow devices
on critical paths forces designers to increase transistor sizes,
reduce clock speed and operate at higher voltages than de-
sired in order to meet timing. With post-fabrication config-
urability, FPGAs have the opportunity to use slow devices
on non-critical paths while selecting fast devices for critical
paths. To understand the potential benefit we might gain
from component-specific mapping, we quantify the margins
associated with parameter variation in FPGAs over a wide
range of predictive technologies (45nm–12nm) and gate sizes
and show how these margins can be significantly reduced by
delay-aware, component-specific routing. For the Toronto
20 benchmark set, we show that component-specific routing
can eliminate delay margins induced by variation and reduce
energy for energy minimal designs by 1.42–1.98×. We fur-
ther show that these benefits increase as technology scales.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.2 [Integrated Circuits]: Design Aids—placement and
routing ; B.8.1 [Performance and Reliability]: Reliabil-
ity, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Reliability

Keywords
Component-Specific Mapping, Variation Tolerance, Mini-
mum Energy
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1. INTRODUCTION
As we continue to scale down feature sizes, we can no

longer guarantee that all transistors will have identical pa-
rameters, nor can we determine prior to fabrication which
transistors will be fast, slow, or defective. This parameter
uncertainty leads to circuits that are pessimistically sized,
underclocked, and overvoltaged. Because designers have no
guarantee that critical paths will not contain any slow tran-
sistors, they must accept lower frequency operation. As a
corollary, to maintain cycle time, Vdd may need to be in-
creased in order to speed up slow transistors to meet timing,
wasting energy. This energy loss is particularly detrimental
for many modern designs that are energy limited. Static
delay and energy margins are already significant in current
technologies and will only continue to increase.

Conventional variation tolerance techniques will not be ef-
fective at reducing these margins in future technology nodes
that are dominated by large random Vth variations [1]. For
the 22nm node the ITRS predicts1 σVth/µVth = 27%, mean-
ing that a minimum sized transistor (L=W=22nm) with a
nominal Vth≈300mV can have a 3σ Vth spread of 57mV–
543mV, equating to a delay difference of 0.49–12.58 ps (Fig.
2), or nearly two orders of magnitude. The random, fine-
grained nature of this delay spread means that conventional
techniques that rely on pre-fabrication estimates (e.g. SSTA,
statistical static timing analysis) and coarse-grained adapta-
tions (e.g. adaptive body biasing) can only be of limited use.
Sizing up transistors is an important conventional technique
to reduce variation, but this comes with a cost of increased
capacitance and energy—a tradeoff that must be quantified
under variation (see Sec. 5.3).

FPGAs provide a unique opportunity for fine-grained con-
trol and post-fabrication configurability. If we break the one-
mapping-fits-all approach and map on a per-chip basis, tools
can place and route designs that avoid unreasonably slow re-
sources while strategically selecting fast resources for critical
paths. Unfortunately, there are high barriers to component-
specific mapping. Individual resource delays must be ex-
tracted on a per-chip basis. Mapping must also be performed
per-chip, potentially exploding CAD effort. While these
challenges are great, recent work (see Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2)
demonstrates promising progress.

Nonetheless, the question remains as to what are the ulti-
mate achievable benefits from component-specific mapping.

1ITRS Table DESN9 in Design Section reports 3σ variation
(81% for 22nm), which we divided by 3.
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Figure 1: Decreasing dopants and increasing Vth variation
from ITRS 2010
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Figure 2: Inverter delay distribution under variation
(Wp=Wn=L=22nm)

To answer this question we perform a limit study of the de-
lay and energy benefits from component-specific mapping
for future technology nodes. As a limit study, we make op-
timistic assumptions about the completeness and precision
of delay information available and about the amount of ef-
fort we can apply to routing. We examine a router that
assumes knowledge of all FPGA resource delays and mea-
sure the routed delay and energy of the Toronto 20 bench-
marks [4] for predictive technology models [36] spanning the
45nm, 32nm, 22nm, 16nm, and 12nm nodes. We charac-
terize the expected delay and energy margins from variation
and by how much we expect to reduce these margins through
component-specific mapping. We also explore how gate siz-
ing affects these margins and expected benefits.

Novel contributions of this work include:
• Quantification of FPGA delay and energy margins due

to random Vth variation in interconnect for 45nm–12nm
technology nodes.
• Quantification of potential delay and energy savings for

component-specific routing.
• Demonstration of the impact of interconnect buffer sizing

on margins and delay and energy savings.
• Demonstration of the impact of CLB IO sparing.
• Determination of energy-optimal sizing as a function of

technology and variation.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Variation, Delay & Energy Scaling
Parameter variation can be decomposed into lot-to-lot,

wafer-to-wafer, die-to-die and within die (WID) variations.
WID variation is the most significant contributer to param-
eter uncertainty, and can be further categorized as system-
atic (e.g. layout dependent), spatially correlated (e.g. dis-
tance dependent), and random. Random WID Vth varia-
tion, caused by effects like dopant fluctuation and channel
length variance, is expected to dominate future sources of
variation [1,3]. Fig. 1 shows how Vth variation increases due
to decreases in dopant count as a function of feature size.

Increased Delay.
The first impact of variation is that gates will exhibit a

large spread in delays, reducing the speed of designs as the
delay of a circuit is set by its slowest path. We can express
the current and delay of a gate as:

Isat = WvsatCox

(
Vgs − Vth −

Vd,sat
2

)γ
(1)

Isub =
W

L
µCox(n− 1) (vT )2 e

Vgs − Vth
nvT

1− e
−Vds
vT


(2)

τp =
CVdd
Ion

(3)

Where Ion=Isat for Vdd ≥ Vth, and Ion=Isub for Vdd < Vth.
Vth variation can cause a large spread in gate delays: the
HSPICE simulated delay of a minimum sized 22nm inverter
(W=L=22nm) with σVth/µVth=27% and 10,000 samples is
shown in Fig. 2, and we can see delays that span several
orders of magnitude. Because of Fig. 1, this spread will
increase with continued technology scaling.

Increased Energy.
The second impact of variation is that it raises energy per

operation, which can be expressed (ignoring short circuit
currents and glitches) as follows:

Edynamic =

nswitch∑
i

αi
2
· Cload,i · (Vdd)2 (4)

Estatic =

ntotal∑
i

Ileak,i · Vdd · τp (5)

Etotal = Edynamic + Estatic (6)

For a circuit operating at a target delay, to compensate for
slower gates, designers are often forced to raise Vdd to in-
crease transistor drive strength (Isat, Eq. 1), increasing en-
ergy/operation.

Alternatively, many circuits may need to simply minimize
energy/operation at the cost of delay. Energy/operation is
the primary design constraint for many low power, embed-
ded systems. It correlates directly with battery lifetime, and
is also relevant to operating with limited thermal budgets.
Even for these delay unconstrained systems, parameter vari-
ation makes energy minimization more difficult [6]. From
Eq. 6 we see that the most direct way to reduce energy/oper-
ation is to lower Vdd. For most circuits, Edynamic > Estatic,
so voltage scaling yields a quadratic reduction in energy.
This technique has been examined in commercial FPGAs [9].

With Vdd > Vth the delay of a transistor depends on Eq. 1
and is super linear; however, when Vdd < Vth delay solely
depends on Eq. 2 making it exponential in both Vdd and
Vth. The exponential dependence in Vdd means that op-
erations become significantly longer at lower voltages. As
static energy/operation is expressed as leakage power times
the length of an operation (Eq. 5), at low Vdd it will increase
dramatically and eventually become the dominant source of
energy dissipation. Fig. 3 shows the energy/operation of
a 16-bit multiplier mapped to a 22nm FPGA. As a result,
there exists a Vdd at which energy is minimized. This gives
a well-defined target point of operation—we should operate
at the energy optimal Vdd when minimizing energy/oper-
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Figure 3: Minimum energy/operation for a 16-bit multiplier
at 22nm (Vth=300mV)

ation. Furthermore, note that the minimum energy point
occurs below the threshold voltage in this example, as it
does for most designs. If we add Vth variation, the length of
an operation will increase further due to delay uncertainty,
increasing the minimum energy of operation [7].

Increased Failures.
The third impact of parameter variations is the increase

in functional failures due to Vth mismatch [26]. SRAMs
are commonly the first circuits to fail due to Vth variation
which causes read upsets, write upsets, hold failures, and
access time failures. However, FPGA configuration SRAMs
simply hold state and are not cycled during operation, so
these circuits can be fabricated with increased widths and
with a separate, high Vth to avoid failures [34].

Static logic, however, can also fail due to Vth variation.
We define a CMOS inverter to be defective due to variation
when leakage current overpowers on current:

IPMOS,off > INMOS,on or IPMOS,on < INMOS,off (7)

Under these conditions the inverter can never switch; this
can only happen when Vth variation is large enough such
that a very high Vth device is paired with a very low Vth de-
vice. Furthermore, as Vdd decreases, the probability of a de-
fect increases as Ion for both PMOS and NMOS transistors
degrades (Eq. 1) [16]. Consequently, this effect is particu-
larly acute for subthreshold operation, preventing operation
near the minimum energy point.

2.2 Prior Work
Component-specific mapping for FPGAs is a simple idea:

if you can determine resource delays on a chip before map-
ping and use that information during mapping, then you
can naturally produce a more efficient design. This allows
the design to avoid defects (Eq. 7) and avoid slow gates on
the critical path. What is not obvious is a) how to extract
resource delays, b) how to efficiently use that information
to route every chip differently, and c) what is the overall
benefit. This paper only attempts to quantify the third: the
benefits of component-specific mapping. The ultimate fea-
sibility of component-specific mapping is still an open ques-
tion. However, several of the key challenges in measurement

and mapping have already been solved, representing partial,
but realistic solutions for component-specific mapping.

2.2.1 Component-Specific Measurement
Several researchers have identified ways to quickly and ac-

curately measure FPGA resource delays without the use of
an expensive tester. One technique uses arrays of config-
ured ring oscillators to measure aggregate delays of N=5–
7 stages of LUT + interconnect for commercial 90nm and
65nm devices [29, 33]. Additionally, Wong et al. developed
a technique for at-speed path delay measurements that can
be configured to extract delays of N=2 stages of LUT +
interconnect with 1 ps resolution [35]. The technique config-
ures a path between a registered source LUT and a shadow
registered destination LUT and sweeps clock frequency until
the shadow register detects an error. Full characterization
of a Altera Cyclone II EP2C35 can be achieved in 3 seconds.
Using sparse sampling, Majzoobi et al. showed that spatially
correlated variation can be approximated in milliseconds and
characterized with only megabytes of data [23]. Remaining
challenges in measurement are to resolve single element de-
lays (e.g. individual LUTs, switches as opposed to aggregate
paths) and to obtain even finer timing resolution.

2.2.2 Component-Specific Mapping
Initial work in component-specific mapping focused on de-

fect tolerance, with HP’s TERAMAC demonstrating the
ability to locate and map around defective elements and
tolerate defect rates of 3–10% [10]. Later ideas in defect-
tolerant FPGA component-specific mapping generated mul-
tiple bitstreams and then tested each bitstream per compo-
nent [24,30,32].

Recent work has performed mapping using delay knowl-
edge in both placement and routing. Katsuki et al. [8] and
Cheng et al. [13] perform chip-wise placement by generating
a variation map per chip and using that map to place critical
logic in fast regions assuming the dominant WID variation is
spatially correlated. However, future technologies are dom-
inated by random, not spatially correlated variation; place-
ment is too coarse grained to preferentially select individual
devices. Gojman et al. [11] perform fine-grained component-
specific routing on an reconfigurable NanoPLA. By match-
ing net fanout to threshold voltages, they are able to restore
100% yield in a 5nm technology with σVth/µVth = 38%.

The cost of mapping with component-specific techniques
can be prohibitively expensive. Since recent FPGAs contain
billions of transistors, measurement storage may be signifi-
cant. More importantly, CAD must be performed per-chip.
Modern CAD runtime for large designs often takes days;
multiplying this CAD effort by the number of shipped parts
explodes handling time.

One promising direction in reducing storage and CAD ef-
fort is Choose-Your-own-Adventure (CYA) routing [27]. In
CYA, routing is performed once for all chips, but the bit-
stream produced by the router contains several alternative
routes for each net in the design that are evaluated at load
time. CYA could be conceivably extended to perform tim-
ing tests for measurement (Sec. 2.2.1) to enable delay-aware
component-specific mapping.

2.2.3 Conventional Variation Tolerance
To tolerate FPGA parameter variation, researchers have

employed many of the same techniques used for ASICs and



CPUs. Adaptive body biasing [25] and dual-Vdd assign-
ment [5] attempt to compensate for variation at the CLB
level by adjusting Vth and Vdd post fabrication. However,
these techniques have insufficient granularity to deal with
random variation due to circuity overhead.

Several researchers have examined using SSTA in the tim-
ing analysis steps of clustering, placement [15, 21], rout-
ing [31], and the entire CAD flow [19, 20] to better identify
and optimize statistically critical paths under variation. Lin
et al. demonstrate a mean delay improvement of 6.2% and a
delay variance reduction of 7.5% for combined regional and
random σVth/µVth of 2% and 3.3% respectively. SSTA re-
lies on pre-fabrication models that are difficult to generate
accurately, do not scale well for high Vth variation, and do
not reflect the individual variation map of a given chip.

Device and circuit parameters can also be optimized to
mitigate the impact of parameter variation. Transistor siz-
ing is a common strategy used in ASICs to directly reduce
the magnitude of variation. Larger transistors have reduced
Vth variation as can be seen by the following relation:

σVth ∝
1√
WL

(8)

Increasing W in logic transistors can increase variation toler-
ance, at the cost of area and energy. Modern integrated cir-
cuits use few or no minimum size devices for this reason. We
quantify the benefits and drawbacks of sizing both for one-
mapping-fits-all and for component-specific mapping, using
Eq. 8 to scale the variation of sized transistors.

3. ANALYSIS
Before looking at the results, this section briefly reviews

the major effects at play to provide an intuitive basis for
reasoning about the results and how they might be impacted
by different designs and benchmarks.

Device-level variation does not linearly result in circuit-
or application-level variation. In this section, we identify
the major design and platform properties that couple with
device-level variation to determine application-level perfor-
mance. Note the models used in this section are simplistic,
treating the primitive delays as Gaussian random variables—
for the actual circuit modeling performed later in the paper,
we use more primitives variables (e.g. σVth) as the basis for
computing delays.

3.1 Path Length
The set of device parameters will combine to define the

delay of the each device, gate, or interconnect segment. For
intuition, let us think about gates and interconnect segments
as the unit of composition. Assume each gate or interconnect
segment has delay τu, and further assume the delay of each
unit is an identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.)
random variable taken from a Gaussian distribution with
mean µτu and standard deviation στu .

Disregarding fanout and reconvergent paths, the delay
along a path of length d is the sum of d gate delays. The
sum of a set of Gaussians is, itself, a Gaussian.

τpath(d) = τu0 + τu1 + . . . + τud−1 (9)

µτpath(d) = d× µτu ; σpath(d) =
√
d× στu (10)
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Figure 4: 50% Yield Delay vs. Number of Paths

Note that:

σpath(d)

µτpath(d)

=

(
1√
d

)
στu
µτu

(11)

That is, as a percentage of the nominal delay, the variation
decreases by a factor of the square root of the path length,
d. This means, slow circuits will see small variation, while
circuits that are highly pipelined with few LUTs and inter-
connect segments between flops will see a larger variation as
a percentage of nominal path delay. Note that:
• It is these high-performance, short paths where we care

about performance the most.
• We expect pipelining to increase in future designs.

3.2 Multiple Paths
Now, consider that we have K independent, parallel paths

on a chip that have the same nominal delay; i.e. all are crit-
ical paths. Few paths on the chip are independent, but we
make this simplifying assumption to develop intuitive analy-
sis on the scaling trends. If we clock the chip synchronously,
the clock cycle is limited by the longest path. This gives us:

Tcycle = max
all paths pi

(τpi) (12)

We would like to know the distribution of Tcycle, which is a
max of Gaussians.

To simplify this from a distribution to a single number, we
might ask what delay we can expect half of our components
to meet, T50%. That means:

P (Tcycle ≤ T50%) = 0.5 (13)

For Tcycle to be T50%, then all K paths must have delay less
than T50%.

P (Tcycle ≤ T50%) = (P (τpi < T50%))K = 0.5 (14)

This tells us:

P (τpi < T50%) = (0.5)(1/K) (15)

When K is large, this means that P (τpi < T50%) must be
a value very close to 1; for the Gaussian cumulative distri-
bution function (Φ) to be close to one, we must allow the
random variable, T50%, to be many σ above the mean.

Nσ (K) = Φ−1
(

(0.5)(1/K)
)

(16)

This gives us:

T50% = µτpi +Nσ(K)× στpi (17)

Fig. 4 plots Nσ as a function of K.
This suggests: the more critical paths we have, the slower

we can expect the final circuit delay to be. As we scale to
larger ICs, and hence more paths, this effect will increase.
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3.3 Choice
The path effect above results when we are forced to use

every resource. We are forced to slow down the entire cir-
cuit because one or a few units are likely to be very slow.
If we can choose devices to use, we can avoid these bad de-
vices. For example, if the gates or segments are Gaussian
distributed, then half of them are faster than the mean and
half are slower. If we had a component with twice the re-
sources of those needed (e.g. twice the channel width, twice
the LUTs per CLB), we could avoid the half of the resources
that are slower than the mean and guarantee that most ICs
run at least as fast as the mean delay. When we have units
with slack, the slack nodes can act as “extra” resources for
the near critical resources. For example, when only 20%
of the logical functions contending for resources in an inter-
changeable resource pool are near critical, these critical 20%
effectively see an overpopulation ratio of 5.

More generally and formally, if we have equivalent sets of
resource of size N and map to only use M of them, then the
probability of yielding the M resources is:

Pmap =
∑

M≤i≤N

((
N

i

)
(Pu(τref ))i (1− Pu(τref ))N−i

)

Here, Pu is a Gaussian cumulative distribution function for
τu. We define:

Pu(τref ) = P (τu ≤ τref ) (18)

For fixed M and N , we can invert this and ask what Pu
results in a given level of Pmap. In turn, this tells us what
τref we can expect to achieve in order to meet the Pu bound.
Fig. 5 shows speed achievable, as we vary the number of near
critical units (M) contending for fast resources in a fixed
pool of N=100 resources. The more resources available for
critical functions to choose from, the higher the performance
we can achieve.

3.4 Voltage for Fixed Timing Target
If, instead, we want to adjust the supply voltage (Vdd)

to target a fixed timing target, the phenomena is similar to
timing in Sec. 3.2, except the overhead σ is now in voltage.
For simplicity, we assume we have K transistors that are
critical and ignore the non-critical transistors. If we know
we can achieve the desired timing with the nominal volt-
age µVdd , giving us a transistor on-current (Isat, Eq. 1) for

µVon = µVdd − µVth −
Vd,sat

2
, then we need to supply the

chip with a Vdd large enough to provide this drive for all
K critical transistors in the face of variation. Using similar
reasoning to the delay case, this means that 50% of our chips

SRAM

SRAM

SRAM

8x

8x

1x
8x

8x

1x

1x

Figure 6: Directional switch circuit (3-input, 8× sized)

will need a voltage of V50% or higher given by:

V50% = µVdd +Nσ(K)× σVth (19)

For example, if K=104, Vth=300mV, µVdd=700mV, and
σVth=20% of Vth, or 60mV, Nσ

(
104
)
=3.8, and Vdd must

be 928mV or higher 50% of the time. The more critical
transistors in a design, the higher we must expect to set the
supply voltage to maintain target performance.

4. METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the delay and energy benefits of component-

specific routing, we use the predictive technology models
(PTM) [36] to model delay and energy of gates as a function
of variation, and employ a modified version of VPR 5.0.2 [22]
to perform component-specific routing and measure total
chip delay and energy.

4.1 Variation, Delay & Energy Model
We calculate individual switch delays and energies by per-

forming extensive HSPICE simulations using the high per-
formance PTM. We simulate at several values of Vdd, Vthp
and Vthn and curve fit to create a continuous model of de-
vice delay and energy as a function of Vdd and Vth. This
results in highly accurate models (within 1% error compared
to HSPICE across 0.1V < Vdd < 1.2V and 6 σVth).

To model variation for routed designs, we modify VPR
such that every switch uses a randomly generated set of
Vth’s sampled from a Gaussian distribution. Coupled with
Vdd, we use the curve-fit models from HSPICE to compute
the delay and energy of individual circuit elements. We use
this method to generate 50 chips that we then keep constant
across our comparisons.

To model delay and energy of a full routed design, we make
additional modifications to VPR to compute both dynamic
and static energy; we calculate dynamic energy by summing
up all switched capacitance, and we compute static energy
by summing up the leakage power of all devices. To calcu-
late switching activity (α in Eq. 4) for dynamic energy we
use the ACE 2.0 switching activity estimator [17] with ran-
dom (50%) input probabilities. While we modify VPR to
measure energy, we do not change VPR’s cost function to
target energy minimization.

An important note about our variation and energy model
is that, as a simplification, we only model random WID
Vth variation and energy dissipation in interconnect logic
of FPGAs. Random variation is expected to dominate fu-
ture sources of variation; interconnect switching energy is
the dominant source of energy in FPGAs today [34] (e.g.
Tuan shows 62% of dynamic energy in routing with the rest
split evenly between logic and clocking). We assume that
SRAM variation is controlled by dual Vdd/Vth processes as
is standard in modern commercial FPGAs [14,34].



4.2 Architecture Model
We route on an architecture with 6-input LUTs and with 8

LUTs, 8 output pins and 27 input pins per CLB. We add ad-
ditional CLB input and output pins to be utilized by delay-
aware routing for additional routing flexibility (Sec. 3.3 and
5.1). All results are presented using 20% more channels than
the minimum number of channels Cmin required to route the
particular benchmark design (Table 1).

The directional switch circuit we model is shown in Fig. 6.
We use segment length 8, Wilton style S-Boxes and a C-Box
connectivity of Fcin=Fcout=0.25. When considering differ-
ent gate sizes, we uniformly size up the input and output
inverters of the circuit. For simplicity, we only present re-
sults for single-stage buffers. The impact of variation on
multi-stage buffers in terms of slew rate effects, failure and
speed tradeoffs, and energy efficiency is sufficiently complex
to warrant future work. By examining single-stage buffers
we build a baseline on which to understand more complex
buffering schemes.

4.3 VPR Noise Reduction
VPR 5.0.2 is known to introduce experimental noise by

producing inconsistent results in routing. This effect is mag-
nified when mapping to resources that each have different
delays; moreover, with high variation and low Vdd these de-
lays can vary by several orders of magnitude. To minimize
router noise we used the timing-targeted router [28]. We
route using 200 iterations and a -max_crit value of 0.9999.

4.4 Experimental Setup
We compare delay-aware routing to delay-oblivious rout-

ing under variation for the Toronto 20 benchmark set [4]. We
perform clustering and placement in VPR and use a single
placement per benchmark for all routing experiments. Each
data point is obtained by running both routers on a set of
50 Monte Carlo generated chips with Vth variation. The
50 chips are routed individually by the delay-aware router,
while the delay-oblivious router performs a single, nominal
route and evaluates that route across all chips. We report
all delay and energy data at the 90% parametric yield point
(i.e. we discard the 5 slowest/highest energy chips and re-
port the max delay and energy). With 50 Bernoulli trials
the 90% confidence interval for the results reported as 90%
yield is 85–95%.

5. RESULTS
To quantify the delay and energy benefits of component-

specific mapping for FPGAs under variation, we compare
delay-aware and delay-oblivious routers through a series of
experiments. First, we examine how extra resources can im-
prove functional yield, which is necessary to operate under
high Vth variation and low voltage. Because sizing of tran-
sistors is critical to delay, energy, and variation tolerance, we
also compare both routers across a variety of switch sizes.
Then we choose delay/energy optimal sizing for both the
delay-aware and delay-oblivious routers to make an accu-
rate comparison. Finally, we show how these trends scale
across technologies.

5.1 CLB IO Sparing
Sec. 2.1 detailed how parameter variation can lead to func-

tional logic failures, particularly at very low voltages. In or-
der for delay-aware routing to avoid these defects, there must
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Figure 7: Tolerable Defect Rates vs Vdd for different extra
IO pin counts (des, 22nm), all switch sizes

be enough spare resources (Sec. 3.3) for the router to find an
alternative, non-defective path for a given net. FPGAs nat-
urally have many spare resources in the form of multiple IO
pins per CLB, extra channels, and flexibility in C-Box and
S-Box connectivity. However, in examining the ability of
delay-aware routing to avoid defects, we found that CLB IO
pins are a significant bottleneck for defect avoidance. The
single buffer that brings an input into the CLB, or the single
buffer that fans out to C-Box switches, serve as single points
of failure that can render large amounts of connectivity un-
usable. If a CLB is highly populated, defective IO pins can
make it impossible to route.

One approach to mitigate this problem is to add spare
pins to be used exclusively for defect avoidance. In Fig. 7
we examine the ability of the delay-aware router to yield
by plotting tolerable defect rate as a function of voltage at
22nm for the des benchmark. As defect rate is highly depen-
dent upon the magnitude of variation, and this magnitude
is dictated by sizing (Eq. 8), we also examine routability as
a function of switch size. Each point in the graph is num-
bered to indicate the number of extra pins required to yield
at the given voltage and size. At high enough voltages (for
example, above 500mV for size 4), we observe no defective
switches. As we lower voltage we see defects appear and
increase sharply; as expected we see higher defects rates at
smaller sizes for a fixed Vdd due to the increased variation.
We see that increasing numbers of spare CLB IO pins are
required to yield as voltage is lowered. However, adding ex-
tra pins increases area, energy, and delay as accounted for
in our models. For simplicity, in the remaining experiments
in this paper we select 2 spare CLB pins as a configuration
which generally provides defect avoidance for rates < 5%
with minimal cost (< 1% energy/operation).

5.2 Delay
Fig. 8 plots parametric delay as a function of Vdd across a

series of switch sizes, for nominal, delay-oblivious, and delay-
aware routes for des at 22nm. For the nominal, no variation
case, we see that, at higher voltages, size 8 switches gen-
erally provide a good tradeoff between drive strength and
capacitive load, which corroborates prior work in determin-
ing delay optimal switch sizes [18]. As we reduce Vdd, the
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Figure 9: Parametric delay vs Vdd (des, 22nm), 2 extra pins,
delay optimal switch sizes

increased drive strength of larger switches is necessary to re-
duce delay; below 400mV it is desirable to size up to 32× to
minimize delay. The same basic delay-optimal sizing trends
hold for delay-oblivious and delay-aware routing.

As we drop Vdd in the delay-oblivious case, we begin to
see functional failures as described in Sec. 2.1 and shown in
Fig. 7. The delay curves end at voltages where the defect
rate becomes too high to achieve 90% yield. At 22nm there
is sufficient variation (σVth/µVth = 27%) that enough small
static CMOS inverters at low Vdd fail to switch which delay-
oblivious cannot avoid. As we increase switch size and hence
decrease the magnitude of variation, we are able to scale
down Vdd and remain operational.

We see similar effects for the delay-aware router, where
functional failures occur for small switches at low voltages.
However, the delay-aware router is able to remain functional
for lower voltages and smaller switch sizes through defect
avoidance. For example, the delay-aware router can retain
90% yield for 32× sized gates at a Vdd that is 150mV lower
than the delay-oblivious case (300mV vs 150mV).

Fig. 9 plots parametric delay for delay-optimal sizes across
all Vdd’s (i.e. the composite minimum curve of Fig. 8). For

delay-optimized sizing, here we can effectively see the delay
margins induced by variation as a function of Vdd by com-
paring the nominal and delay-oblivious curves. At high Vdd
these margins are typically negligible, less than 2%. How-
ever, as we drop the supply voltage these margins increase,
up to around 1.2× the nominal delay at 300mV. Delay-aware
routing is able to completely eliminate variation induced
delay margins, and improve delay with respect to delay-
oblivious routing by 1.2×.

5.3 Energy
Fig. 10 plots parametric energy as a function of Vdd and

switch sizes. In the no variation case we observe energy be-
ginning to minimize around 150mV, similar to that in Fig. 3.
At low voltages, delay is increased, and therefore static en-
ergy/operation increases as we spend more time leaking in a
single operation. We also see that minimum sized gates al-
ways provide energy-minimal operation, a well known result
in subthreshold circuit design [1, 12].

The delay-oblivious graph shows the same functional yield
issues as in Fig. 8: as Vdd is reduced, the delay-oblivious
router fails to provide 90% functional yield. In order to
achieve reduced energy at lower Vdd’s, we must increase
gate sizes in order to avoid defects. We see that 16× sized
switches provide the minimal energy per operation.

For the delay-aware case we also see functional failures;
however, delay-aware routing extends the range over which
gates can function through defect avoidance. For example,
in the 16× case, delay-aware routing enables a voltage re-
duction compared to delay-oblivious routing of 100mV (from
300mV to 200mV).

Fig. 11 plots parametric energy for energy optimal sizes
across all Vdd’s (again, the composite minimum curves of
Fig. 10). When comparing delay-oblivious to nominal, we
see that the energy margins induced by variation are sub-
stantial, around a factor of 2 in the worst case at 300mV.
These margins are significant because, while the nominal
case can optimally use minimum sized devices, the delay-
oblivious case must increase gate size to continue to yield,
which increases switched capacitance. For example, 16×
sized gates are 16 times more capacitive, but because gate
capacitance contributes ≈10% of total switched capacitance
in the size=1 case (wire capacitance accounts for the remain-
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ing 90%), increasing gate capacitance by an order of mag-
nitude only increases switched capacitance 2×. We see that
delay-aware routing is able to cut the energy margin nearly
in half at 300mV, but is not able to complete eliminate it.
Delay-aware routing is also able to prolong the range over
which we can scale down Vdd and still reduce energy from
300mV to 200mV.

Table 1 shows the energy benefits of component-specific
mapping as a function of technology (delay-oblivious/delay-
aware). It also shows the average energy margins induced by
variation across all benchmarks (delay-oblivious/nominal).
On average across all benchmarks, variation increases mini-
mum energy/operation by 2.12–6.12×, and delay-aware rout-
ing is able to improve minimum energy/operation by 1.42–
1.98× as technology scales.

Fig. 12 demonstrates the energy benefits of delay-aware
routing when targeting minimal energy operation under a
performance constraint (as opposed to minimal energy ig-
noring delay). At larger delay targets, delay-aware routing
achieves the required cycle times at a lower Vdd and hence
lower energy/operation than delay-oblivious routing, with
an energy savings of 1.2× for the fastest target of 2GHz and
1.8× for the slowest target of 10MHz.

5.4 Sensitivity to Vth Variation
The ITRS predictions for Vth variation are generally con-

sidered to be pessimistically high. This is exhibited by our
very high defect rates at low voltages. To examine the
benefits of delay-aware routing at various values of σVth ,
Fig. 13 plots minimum energy/operation as a function of
variation for des at 22nm, where the ITRS nominally pre-
dicts σVth/µVth = 27%. At 5% variation the ratio of delay-
oblivious to delay-aware energy is only 1.15×. As variation
increases to 30% we see the ratio scale up to 1.74×.

5.5 Technology Scaling
To analyze how our results scale with respect to feature

size, we plot minimum energy/operation as a function of
technology in Fig. 14. As technology scales, Vth variation
increases substantially (we use ITRS predicted values of Vth
as shown in Fig. 1), and we expect that delay-oblivious rout-
ing will have increased energy margins, while delay-aware
routing may be able to reduce these margins. When exam-
ining the no variation case, we see energy/operation decrease
with each technology generation, as expected. We also see
substantial energy margins in the delay-oblivious case that
delay-aware routing is able to reduce. However, we also note
an interesting trend: the delay-oblivious case shows a slight
net increase in energy beginning at the 32nm generation,
due to the overhead of variation. This corresponds directly
to the result from [7] that demonstrated a similar trends for
ASICs, and a similar turning point at 32nm. When examin-
ing delay-aware routing, we see a similar increase, but below
the 22nm generation. This means that delay-aware routing
is effectively able to allow technology scaling to continue de-
livering reductions in minimum operating energy for another
technology generation.

6. FUTURE WORK
This work has only explored part of the design space

in evaluating component-specific routing to improve delay
and energy. Perhaps most importantly, we have only exam-
ined single-stage buffers for simplicity. Multi-stage buffers

Table 1: Ratio of minimum energy per operation of delay-
oblivious/delay-aware (90% yield, 2 extra IO pins)

Design LUT Cmin Technology (nm)
45 32 22 16 12

alu4 1492 52 1.69 1.81 1.87 2.02 2.02
apex2 1876 76 1.56 1.73 1.82 1.96 2.04
apex4 1304 78 1.29 1.46 1.57 1.87 1.90
bigkey 1816 72 1.49 1.72 1.88 2.58 2.69
clma 7808 92 1.42 1.61 1.73 2.06 2.09
des 1504 78 1.39 1.55 1.27 1.93 1.97
diffeq 1280 76 1.30 1.41 1.65 2.09 2.12
dsip 1372 64 1.58 1.82 1.90 2.01 2.05
elliptic 2784 60 1.88 2.08 2.19 2.35 2.45
ex1010 4744 114 1.17 1.27 1.48 1.88 1.91
ex5p 1092 70 1.37 1.53 1.66 1.87 1.96
frisc 2892 82 1.74 2.00 2.09 2.21 2.25
misex3 1388 68 1.63 1.78 1.81 1.78 1.76
pdc 4616 96 1.46 1.60 1.63 1.60 1.59
s298 2020 60 1.31 1.47 1.62 1.84 1.79
s38417 6232 50 1.29 1.46 1.63 2.09 2.09
s38584.1 6064 60 1.35 1.61 1.68 1.91 1.90
seq 1724 78 1.62 1.74 1.85 1.98 2.00
spla 3784 86 1.04 1.18 1.30 1.47 1.43
tseng 972 48 1.39 1.57 1.73 2.28 2.48

Geomean (benefit) 1.42 1.60 1.69 1.98 1.98

Geomean (margins1) 2.12 3.04 4.01 5.04 6.12
1 margin = delay-oblivious/nominal

are more realistic and representative switch circuits, but
they will exhibit complex, composite effects from the re-
sults shown here (e.g. small buffers will dominate functional
yield trends, but large buffers will contribute most to de-
lay trends). Adding models for LUT variation, short-circuit
power, and glitch power will also make our physical model
more complete; nonetheless, we expect that their additions
will not change our results significantly since interconnect
delay and switching/leakage energy are dominant.

Additionally, we are limited by our selection of bench-
marks in the Toronto 20. These circuits are noticeably small
(see Table 1) and half are completely combinational; mod-
ern circuits are much larger and pipelined more aggressively.
From the analysis in Sec. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, we expect delay-
aware routing to show larger benefits for pipelined circuits
and delay-oblivious routing to suffer greatly from the large
number of near critical paths. Additionally, combinational
circuits leak substantially more per operation due to the in-
creased length of operation; pipelined circuits will use less
energy per operation at low voltages, reducing the minimum
energy point (Fig. 3).

Additional circuit techniques may further help to improve
the energy benefits of delay-aware routing. At the minimum
energy operating points, two-thirds of the energy is in leak-
age, and most of that leakage comes from unused devices.
Power gating significantly reduces leakage energy/operation
by disabling the many unused, leaky devices on a chip; delay-
aware routing can further help by identifying the most leaky
switches for gating. Selective sizing of gates may also help
to reduce energy; instead of sizing up all gates to avoid de-
fects, we can strategically size up gates that are most critical
(such as CLB IO pins).



7. CONCLUSIONS
We show that circuits mapped using component-specific

routing and delay knowledge can mitigate delay and energy
induced margins from variation—knowledge is power [2]
(or more precisely, energy). For a standard set of FPGA
benchmark circuits mapped to 45nm, 32nm, 22nm, 16nm
and 12nm predictive technologies we show that, routing obliv-
ious to variation yields an average energy overhead of 2.12–
6.12×. Routing with post-fabrication delay knowledge can
eliminate delay margins, and on average, reduces minimum
energy/operation relative to delay-oblivious design by 1.42–
1.98×. We further show that delay-aware routing can help
extend minimum energy technology scaling by an extra gen-
eration. We hope this will motivate future work in solving
the significant challenges in component-specific mapping.
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